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TWO NEW EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES NOW AVAILABLE
“Safe and Sound; how the three-tier system of U.S.
alcohol regulations helps ensure safe products and
protects against revenue loss.”
Our three-tier alcohol regulatory system ensures that we
collect almost 100% of all excise tax revenue owed. Few
people are aware of this benefit of our system. And, it
stands in stark contrast to other countries. For example, the
British government noted in a March 2012 report that
alcohol fraud, which has grown in the U.K. in the last two
decades, costs as much as 1.2 billion pounds ($1.82 billion)
each year in lost tax revenues.

How does this happen? Our three-tier system requires that
only licensed manufacturers sell to licensed wholesalers
and, in turn to licensed retailers. Any product outside this
system will be noticed by the licensees and reported to
regulatory authorities.
This system also protects us from unsafe or counterfeit
products that can kill or injure drinkers. Last fall, over 30
people died in the Czech Republic from drinking a tainted
spirit product. Our system carefully tracks every bottle and
can which not only prevents most unsafe products from
reaching the consumer, but makes it quick and easy to
recall something. The new report is only 4 pages, is easy
to read and can be downloaded free of charge at http://
healthyalcoholmarket.com/pdf/SafeandSound.pdf.
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“The Need for State Alcohol Regulatory Funding;
Fighting Deregulation by Defunding.”
This report is great for states that need supporting
information for their budgets.
It was written by Pat
Gagliardi, a former Michigan liquor control commissioner.
He knows his stuff as he spent 16 years with the Michigan
House of Representatives where he served on the
Appropriations Committee.
The report analyzes the number of alcohol enforcement
agents in states across the country, their increasing
workload and the scope of their duties, as well as the
record number of licenses for enforcement agents to
monitor. The report also outlines several suggestions for
ways states can seek to increase funding for their alcohol
beverage control operations.
“The reality is that smarter and better equipped regulation
and enforcement of existing laws can result in increased
tax revenue and improved public health and safety,”
Gagliardi concludes. “Advocates for retaining a strong
state-run alcohol policy understand that sufficient resources
must be dedicated to the regulation of alcohol to ensure a
fair marketplace as well as reduce substance abuse and to
protect the health and safety especially of children.”
This report was produced with a grant from the Center for
Alcohol Policy and can be downloaded from their website,
www.centerforalcoholpolicy.org.
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